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A

s the famous Prussian general once warned, the first priority is to ascertain what type
of conflict is to be fought. Carl von Clausewitz’s seminal writings laid the foundation
of thinking for modern warfare defined around the needs of the nascent Westphalian
nation-state. His prioritization, his “wonderful trinity,” and his recognition that war is but “politics
by other means” have served both strategist and statesman well during the conventional wars of
the post-Napoleonic age.
The Cold War that followed would make the separation of policy and war more difficult as the
advent of nuclear weapons blurred the line between military necessity and political reality. With the
end of the Cold War—and especially since 9/11—we have been faced with a still more complex world.
From Afghanistan to Mexico, irregular threats have replaced the classic nation-on-nation or bloc-onbloc confrontations we had grown comfortable with. Afghanistan, Iraq, and Colombia catapulted the
United States and its allies back to irregular efforts spanning the gamut from the high tempo operations inherent to counterinsurgency and counterterrorism to the seemingly more sedate but often no
less intense commitments required for whole-of-government stability operations and nationbuilding.
Ironically, despite efforts to push forward in our “full spectrum” capabilities, we remain hampered by legacy attitudes of compartmentalization and linear thinking. Even more problematic
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and disturbing is our willingness to engage in
operations and deploy forces without fully grappling with the implications of the shift to population-centric warfare as prominently assessed
by General Sir Rupert Smith in The Utility of
Force.1 As a result, our leaders can place the
military in harm’s way without knowing what
it is they should achieve and whether it is in
fact achievable through military means. This
constitutes a denial of strategic thought and
results in a subsequent disjunction between the
operational level of force employment and the
national interests of the country.
In Iraq, the vacuum thus created has been
partially filled by enterprising officers—but in
ways that simply reinforce Clausewitz’s warning. In Afghanistan, exploration into the nature

Colombian success came only after the
rejection of the flawed American model
of war
of the challenge by the political leadership
appears driven as much by a desperate search
for a “silver bullet” as an actual estimate of the
situation, yet it also drives home the rectitude
of the Clausewitzian dictum. By contrast, in
Colombia, correct local assessment served as
the basis for a refusal to acquiesce to American
efforts to foster strategic distortion during the
Clinton administration, leading to a turning
point in the conflict.
More significantly it can be shown that
Colombian success came only after the rejection of the flawed American model of war. As
stated flatly by General Carlos Ospina, a key
field commander who rose to become head of the
Colombian military, “We were using American
doctrine, where we conceptualized the continuum
as ‘war’ and ‘other than war.’ This was absolutely
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incorrect. There is only war, with the enemy fielding different mixes of the elements of war.”2
Ironically, Ospina’s understanding of strategy
was developed—as he freely observes—during his
year in the National War College at the National
Defense University. It was there, he states, that
he learned the critical importance of the endsways-means approach, with all of these contingent on correct assessment of the armed challenge. It is this assessment that is missing from
our growing library of new models devoted to
irregular warfare (IW). Our “ways” hang alone as
if but one side in a football game, with lip service
paid to the nature of “the other team.” Yet how
else can we begin to assess necessary “means,”
much less “ways,” to achieve “ends”—as we have
recently been reminded in Afghanistan?
In the College of International Security
Affairs at the National Defense University, we
propose an analytical approach derived from
social movement theorists but incorporating
and modifying the work of particular scholars
who were acting as forces in the field long before
irregular warfare leaped to new prominence.
The approach, as will be seen, is universal, in
the sense that it identifies a particular threat as
a product of a particular contextual moment.
Strategic choice is the driver for any organization
(social science’s meso level), but bigger picture
context (macro level) and individual particulars
(micro level) influence threat emergence in a
predictable fashion. It is this reality that our IW
students/fellows must address, regardless of the
precise label given the IW challenge.

Search for an IW Approach
Use of the term irregular warfare within the
U.S. Government has been driven by the threat
conceptualization contained in the Department
of Defense 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review
Report, wherein threats are seen as posed by four
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“challenges”: irregular, catastrophic, disruptive,
and traditional. Terrorism and insurgency fall
within the irregular challenge, as do stability
operations and whole-of-government stabilization and reconstruction.3 In some offices of
government, it has been forgotten that IW must
be capable of covering a full range of threats
and offer a full range of solution tools (ways and
means). Whether to use the “police approach”
or the “military approach” is a false choice. As
the premier world power, Washington must be
able to do it all. Within America, for instance,
we must be able to ferret out al Qaeda operatives
(police approach). Yet simultaneously, we must
be able to “take down” an entire country harboring terrorists (for example, Afghanistan)—
and then conduct counterinsurgency within it,
with stability operations and stabilization and
reconstruction ongoing. Likewise, the United
States must address both radical left wing and
Islamist challenges.
America is thus fighting terrorism both as a
tactic that is a part of insurgency, and as a more
stand-alone entity that was once called “pure
terrorism.”4 Put another way, these are, respectively, terrorism as a method and terrorism as a
logic. They require different approaches, one
meeting terror used as a tool in support of a
larger armed political campaign, and the other
making terror itself a conflation of ends, ways,
and means.
The current battlespace was conceptualized
early in the struggle as global insurgency. The
present effort to adopt new terminology, which
is confusing and at times quite dysfunctional, has
not altered the essential rectitude of the approach
because al Qaeda is a neo-Guevarist insurgent
enterprise, and the various theaters of the globe
see us engaging its local allies and manifestations
(hence the use of the term AQAM—Al Qaeda
and Associated Movements).5 Simultaneously, in
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return for their assistance, our partners and allies
draw from us in meeting their own terrorist or
insurgent threats.
This requires commitment to multiple battles using a variety of responses. Foreign internal defense, including stability operations, may
dominate in one theater, full-blown counterinsurgency in another, counterterrorism in still
another, issues of the criminal-terrorist nexus in
yet another, and stabilization and reconstruction in still another. AQAM may well be, as is
often stated, the primary threat, but this does not
mean the others, whether FARC (Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia) or the international
gunrunner Viktor Bout (presently awaiting extradition in Bangkok), can be ignored.
How to proceed? General Saiyud Kerdphol,
who led a successful effort against the Communist
Party of Thailand, correctly observed: “Two
things were obvious: there was nothing worse
than to fight the wrong way, and the key is the
people. We had to ask ourselves, why do the
people have a problem, why are they taking up
arms?”6 It would be hard to find a more operational statement of Clausewitz’s famous dictum.
Specifically, then, as the legendary Sir
Robert Thompson put it: “Get in place that
which is correct. Get in place that which is
sustainable. Play for the breaks.”7 Of these, the
critical element is to assess the essence of the
problem so it may be countered. This involves,
as Saiyud states, going to the roots of the conflict so that the symptom, the armed threat, can
be cut off from its life force.

It All Begins with Social Movements
Prior to 9/11, studies of terrorism had
arrived at a point where it was fairly well understood how terrorism came about. Insurgency
was considered in a separate body of work. The
former studies on terrorism were applicable to
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insurgency if taken to their logical end, which
they seldom were.
Though there were numerous explanations
in pre-9/11 terrorism research, ranging from
psychological to political to economic, the best
analysis stemmed from the study of social movements. Scholars such as Michel Wieviorka and
Donatella Della Porta built upon social movement theory to explain terrorism.8 The framework they advanced is fairly simple in concept.
Social movements emerge for particular
reasons. Rodney Stark—long recognized as
being in the forefront of his particular specialty, emerging religions, and the author of an
excellent basic text—has done as fine a job as
any in outlining the specifics.9 By definition,

though there were numerous
explanations in pre-9/11 terrorism
research, the best analysis stemmed
from the study of social movements
he observes, a social movement seeks change.
The American civil rights movement sought
change; the upheaval throughout the Muslim
world today seeks change. Such demand for
redress of grievances is largely peaceful (even
if accompanied by sharp elbows). Yet change
is not always possible to the extent and in the
form desired by all participants in the given
social movement. Consequently, there will be
splinters. Most often, these take the form of
breakaway groups that continue to participate
peacefully in the quest for change. But some
splinters turn violent.
The first requirement in threat evolution is
that “some members of the society must share a
grievance which they want to correct, either by
changing society or by preventing a change they
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oppose.” Grievances can take the form of hopes
and aspirations, and so might well be bundled
as “unfulfilled needs.”10 Grievances need not be
reasonable to be felt; they can be unreasonable
yet still drive people forward. Grievances do
not have to be legitimate, either. What matters is what is in the minds of the people. What
analysts should know is where to look for grievances that are going to lead to trouble.
Entire careers have been built around such
explorations. What is necessary is to engage the
vast body of literature that explains why people
do the things they do. Why, for instance, did
Salem have witch trials? Why are there “cargo
cults” in the Pacific islands? Why did the last
resistance of the American Plains Indians
take the form of a millennial cult (the Ghost
Dance)? Why did millennial and messianic
cults sweep the Plains as the Indian way of life
ended? Why did a messiah appear among the
Hmong during and after the Vietnam War?11
Why did the logging town of Wenatchee in the
eastern Cascades repeat the Salem phenomenon
in 1994–1995, arresting at least 60 adults on
29,726 charges of child sex abuse involving 43
children and sending 16 individuals to prison,
only to have all charges proven false? Why the
witch crazes of Europe “way back then”? Why
the Renaissance, for that matter? Or why the
Protestant Reformation?
When dealing with the individual level
(the “who”), it is imperative to follow the lead
of James C. Scott in his seminal “Revolution in
the Revolution: Peasants and Commissars.”12 As
Scott points out, one must distinguish between
leaders, who invariably seek big-picture solutions, and followers, who generally are after
more immediate redress of grievances.
Indeed, wanting to change things is not terrorism—or even violence. By definition, social
movements are the “basically peaceful” complex
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waves of demand for change. The demand of
labor for a greater say in the economic shape
of things was a social movement. The desire
for a greater say in the way Christianity should
be considered—the Reformation—was a
social movement. Clearly, Islam would not
have spread so rapidly were there not underlying grievances in society that needed to be
addressed. The same can be said of the turmoil
in the Islamic world today.

Splintering Drives the Process
Any such movement cannot hope to satisfy
all who get swept up in the message of change.
The specific political opportunity structure (POS)
will have a great deal to do with whether grievances, hopes, and aspirations can be “mediated”
(that is, dealt with). POS concerns the interaction of the movement with the government.
How a government reacts—either negatively or
positively—plays a significant role in how the
group evolves. Regardless, any large-scale movement will splinter.
As splintering occurs, strategic choice
becomes an issue. How should we approach
those who break away from peaceful demands?
What course of action should we take? What
next? What about our initial intentions?
The study of religion is useful because
new religions have historically grown out of
what was before—that is, they have normally
been sects—somewhat the same yet different.
Christianity began as a sect of Judaism. The
early fundamental debate within the religion
was whether one had to be first Jewish and
then Christian, or could one just “believe” (in
the Messiah) and become Christian. As sects
become institutionalized, they transform into
cults. As they gain adherents, they become fully
institutionalized religions. The terminology is
standard sociology.
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Politically, the use of an alternative ideology will produce a cult of sorts rather than “just
a splinter.” Indeed, radical splinters frequently
mirror religious cults in their dynamics. This
is important because it highlights the various
paths that present themselves to such a body.
Della Porta explores the manner in which
the desire for change in Italy during the 1960s
produced widespread upheaval, especially in certain strata such as labor and academia. This was
the social movement. Out of it came the Red
Brigades. This resulted only from a process as
relevant today as in the case study. The nature
of the POS in post–World War II Italy—the
capacity of the system to absorb new demands—
meant that not all the demands for change could
be accommodated. Consequently, there was an
escalation of protestors “knocking heads” with
the forces of the state—a classic POS issue.
Della Porta observes that in any society, the
first such contact occurs between the protestors
and police. Protestors are the foot soldiers of the
larger social movement, and the police are the
foot soldiers of the existing order (frequently
called, in French Revolution terminology, the
old order, or ancien régime). It is the relationship between these two groups, more than any
other factor, that many find central to the strategic choices made. State repression (violence
used by the state to put down challenges) is a

radical splinters frequently mirror
religious cults in their dynamics
key intervening variable that can set in motion
further splintering that may ultimately lead to
violence (and terrorism or insurgency as forms
of violence).
If we follow events through Della Porta’s
framework (see figure 113), radical ideologies
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Figure 1. Della Porta Framework

that preach violence can socialize participants to accept its use, creating a second key intervening
variable. Most such groups, even while accepting the use of violence in principle, use it irregularly.
Organized labor resorted to such violence in Della Porta’s Italian case study. Those who slide into
using it regularly do so for a combination of internal (ideology) and external (what the state does)
reasons. Marxist and anarchist groups in Italy preached violence as self-defense, sounding remarkably like Johann Most and the other figures of the first great wave of terrorism, which surfaced as the
Industrial Revolution transformed first Europe, then the world.14 Self-defense, in fact, emerges as the
most potent force there is for mobilizing individuals to use violence regularly. Thus, the conduct of
the police (and ultimately the larger security forces and intelligence arms) is of central importance
in our analytical framework.
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Terrorism
The need to engage in self-defense is subjective, even if the “threat” can in some sense
be judged as objective. The decision to strike
back can be made on an individual basis. If one
is serious about the cause, though, as were the
young radicals who formed the Red Brigades in
Italy, the organization created is going to be illegal. And if it is illegal, it is going to be hunted.
One can take refuge in the open, so to speak.
One has to enter the literature of insurgency
for a discussion of “clandestine infrastructure”
(also termed the counter-state).15 Or one can go
completely underground (make the “strategic
choice of clandestinity”).
The use of the terms clandestine and counter-state can be confusing but highlights an
essential point. Being a clandestine organization
is a relative term. Critical is the degree to which
being “underground” cuts one off from the rest
of society/the target community. An illegal and
clandestine group that seeks to form a counterstate in the framework explicated here—that is,
an armed political movement that mobilizes a
mass base—is an insurgency.
Being clandestine and having decided to
strike back, the organization must make strategic choices: How to fight? Whom to target?
How to recruit? How to sustain the organization?
Clandestinity drives certain modes of thinking
and behavior and makes groups function the way
we tell our children not to function when out
with their friends: “mutually reinforcing each
other” in negative ways. In particular, “enemies”
take on ever larger, more salient dimensions.
From individuals, enemies become “categories.” Discrimination (“just guilty individuals”) gives way to targeting “them,” with “them”
being an ever expanding circle. “Causes” recede,
and “the struggle” becomes more salient. Even
the purported mass base (that is, those for
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whom “the struggle” is being waged) gives way
to Angkar (as the Khmer Rouge termed it) or
al Qaeda (as Osama bin Laden calls it), the
organization. Primary group dynamics take over
(that is, those shaped by face-to-face interaction; secondary groups must operate through

many sources recognize that
“propagandistic effect” is the
single greatest weapon available to
“the revolutionaries” in their
position of asymmetry
a chain of command, however defined). Thus
does “striking out” mobilize rage, and it makes
no discrimination in its targets. And so we have
what we call terrorism.
Such analytic clarity is in stark contrast
to much that we encounter in the marketplace
today. A theme of virtually all “current events”
texts on the subject is that terrorism is a slippery
term. It is defined by society, which means its
precise definition changes over time and space.
As a consequence, in this same literature are
found definitions that, in aggregate, are truly
“the good, the bad, and the ugly.” Some authors
simply “give it a miss”; others do a reasonable job.
For our purposes, though, we may dismiss the
category of state terrorism. To do otherwise would
leave us studying everything from Hiroshima, to
the Holocaust, to the H Blocks in Belfast and
alleged crimes against prisoners, to troops violating their rules of engagement. Furthermore, what
states do is not what most people mean when
they examine terrorism. What they do have in
mind is precisely what was visible in the Red
Brigades case: substate actors targeting the innocent (persons and property traditionally thought
of as protected by the laws of war) to communicate and achieve political goals.
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Many sources follow the methodology set
forth by Most— “propaganda by the deed.” They
recognize that “propagandistic effect” is the
single greatest weapon available to “the revolutionaries” in their position of asymmetry (our
favorite term these days). One could thus expand
the earlier definition to read: Terrorism is substate
actors targeting the innocent for propagandistic effect
by ways intended to achieve political goals.
This is what has come to be termed “pure
terrorism” because analysts recognize immediately that all terms are relative. If an insurgency,
for instance, seeks to form a counter-state, how
do we know if the group has a mass base? How
many supporters constitute a mass base? Does it
matter? Certainly, in their early days, all organizations look very much alike, whether they
target the innocent or not. They all tend to kill
“the innocent” (whom they declare “guilty”).
But who is innocent? Is not a minor official
part of the “structure of oppression” (for example, a village headman in South Vietnam)? And
isn’t killing someone in a tactical action (terrorism as a method of action) different from the same
sort of killing as a strategic imperative (terrorism
as a logic of action)? Is attacking only the security

it is the splinter seeking safety through
isolation—in a series of safe houses,
we might say—that makes its members
become terrorists
forces of a state (the police, as was done at one
point in some struggles in 19th-century Europe)
different from targeting the innocent?
What about collateral damage? If one does
not mean to kill the innocent, but is still a substate actor who has no right to throw a bomb at
anyone (according to international law, states
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give people the right to kill others), should one
be held to a different standard than soldiers at
a roadblock, who accidentally (so it was determined) kill an Italian intelligence agent?
We can cut through all this by drawing
on Michel Wieviorka, whose words we have
adopted. It was he who distinguished between
the two forms of terrorism: terrorism as a method
of action (which is invariably found in insurgency), and terrorism as a logic of action.16 As seen
in figure 2, it indeed is essential for a proper
counter to understand whether the target is
terrorists or insurgents because the two threats
require pressure at different points in the process of threat evolution and different emphasis
on elements of our specific response.
Counterinsurgents, for instance, must
endeavor to “win the hearts and minds” so as
to cut off the insurgents from their mass base.
Counterterrorists, while they do not want to
alienate the populace and produce a mass base
(for example, examine the Sri Lankan case for
a state miscue providing insurgents with manpower17), are often able to put greater emphasis
on the lethal aspects of the campaign (informed
always by intelligence). The more a group illustrates “pure terrorism,” the less political the
state response is likely to be.

Transferring Theory to
Operational Reality
It is the specific group, then, that emerges
as a threat of a particular type from the analytical process above. At any point in the process, the state may counter, but that counter
must take situational realities into account. If
the emerging threat is at the upper ends of the
diagram in figure 2, stability operations and/
or reconstruction and stabilization (R&S) are
appropriate. If a group is at the lower end and is
a terrorist body divorced from a mass base, more
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Figure 2. Emergence of Irregular Challenge

robust kinetic operations informed by intelligence can lead; if the group is an insurgency, emphasis
must be on “roots of conflict.”
Regardless, it is critical for IW professionals to discern the distinction between terrorism as
a method of action and terrorism as a logic of action. There is a world of difference between dealing
with an armed group mobilizing the masses directly as opposed to an armed group that has no mass
base—no substantial following organized as part of the movement. The challenge for analysts is
that most groups fall somewhere between and are in a dynamic state wherein the balance between
proselytizing and coercion is constantly in flux. Fierce debates often break out within movements
over the correct “balance,” just as they erupt among analysts seeking to discern motives behind the
movement’s realities as they play themselves out. Correct assessment is imperative because it is the
basis for correct response.
Terror, to be clear, is always integral to the mass mobilization of insurgency. Insurgency is not
a social movement. It is the result of particular strategic choices by a splinter from that movement.
Likewise, different strategic choices produce terrorist groups. Those splinters that adopt violence
against the innocent—as a consequence of both ideological persuasion and strategic choice, particularly to counter the state response—are well on their way.
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It is the group’s mode of seeking safety that
is ultimately the determining factor. It is the
splinter seeking safety through isolation—in a
series of safe houses, we might say—that makes
its members become terrorists. It has cut off its
links from the population it claims to represent.
In contrast, a splinter seeking safety by mobilizing a new world within which to exist, a “clandestine infrastructure” or a “counter-state” to
use the correct terminology, becomes an insurgency that uses terror as but one tool of many.
The implications for response are evident.
Significantly, nothing in what we have
said is dependent on any particular cause for
which a group is fighting. Whether it is communism, animal rights, or religious fundamentalism that inspires our violent substate actors,
the principles remain the same. These are used
by the threat group, whatever its precise form
and whatever its ultimate goal. “Particulars”
will certainly influence how the process occurs,
especially the ease with which substate actors
can execute their designs. A population that
shares certain economic, social, or political
(ESP) attributes is from the point of view of
mobilization different from one characterized by
division and faultlines, for it is the population
that is both the target and the battlespace.
Terrorists are galvanized by ESP grievances, but ultimately, because they are
divorced from the people, they come to see the
people as part of the enemy. In contrast, mass
mobilization actors—insurgents—attempt to
exploit ESP grievances to bring people into the
movement. Leaders are the ones who look at
what is wrong with society and come up with
the big-picture solutions. Followers are mobilized by the desire to have their own grievances (and hopes and aspirations) addressed.
A leader can talk to followers about ideological
or religious particulars, but followers generally
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want a better way of life. This distinction is
critical for programs of deradicalization or
intercepting someone before radicalization.
The key here is that objective reality is
assessed subjectively. If mass mobilization is how
a group proceeds, then the group will use societal “avenues of approach” to produce its new,
alternative society to challenge the old order.
In each case, the particulars will be unique, but
the parameters will be consistent. When we talk
about ESP grievances, the critical point is that in
any society there will be political actors trying to
gain power by appealing to a popular desire for
a solution. If this is done peacefully, a transfer
of power occurs without violence. But if a group
demands power by proclaiming, “We will address
grievances, just give us the reins of power,” and
the system refuses, violence is likely.
In examining the shape this violence ultimately takes, as noted above, there are three
angles—perhaps lenses—of possible perspectives. The first, the big picture (or the macro)
level, is context. The fact that we live in the
age of globalization, for example, dramatically
alters the course any political trajectory takes.
Agency is bound up not only in traditional tangible structure but also in intangible structure
created by the flow of information and images.
We have moved beyond domains to multiple
dimensions, with the tangible and intangible
intertwined to such an extent that seeing is
no longer believing, and believing may indeed
become seeing. In such context, contingency
(chance) is often magnified beyond imagination, to the extent that even extraneous tactical
action can have profound strategic effect.18
The second way to look at this process
(especially for intelligence) is the meso or
middle perspective, the organizational level.
How did an organization break away from a
demand simply for redress of grievances? How
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did we go from a larger demand for respect in
the Islamic world, say, to a group, al Qaeda,
that has abused religion and mobilized it in the
name of violence? We can seek the answer by
exploring group dynamics even while keeping
mindful of context.
The third way of looking at the process, the
micro view, is to study individuals. Who joins,
who stays, and who leaves? How, for example,
did a multimillionaire become the most wanted
“terrorist” in the world?
In this example, it can readily be seen
how the different perspectives are relevant.
Bin Laden’s life trajectory has occurred within
international, regional, national, and local
contexts. He has been influenced by group
processes, becoming both an inspiration to and
captive of the organization he created. Finally,
the particulars of bin Laden as an individual
have impacted his course every step of the way.
Another man might have chosen to become a
Gandhi. Likewise, choice, influenced centrally
by ideological input and actions of the state
response, has dictated that a particular strategy and attendant operational art be adopted
and implemented. That this strategy seeks mass
mobilization—even if via neo-Guevarist, focolike action, as opposed to patient construction
of infrastructure using Maoist people’s war—is
why it may be called “global insurgency” and
met potentially by “global counterinsurgency.”19
The key intervening variable, ideology, is central to this strategic choice. Even
the choice of violence follows logically from
what is believed. If one as a Muslim actually
believes what is in Sayyid Qutb’s Milestones,20
for instance, one will use violence for redress
of grievances. Likewise, if one believes Marx
and Lenin, one will also use violence to pursue totalitarian secular ends. Ironically, many
of those we face in today’s challenge combine
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elements of Marx and Lenin with selections
from Islam.21
Though the goal sought by irregular challenges, the “ends” of ends-ways-means, is often
“justice,” this is a subjective category. It results
from a subjective interpretation of reality by
marginalized elites. How do we tell whether

though the goal sought by irregular
challenges is often “justice,” this is a
subjective category
grievances are legitimate? There is no magic formula, but if 17 percent of the population wants
something, as was the case with the Tamils in
Sri Lanka, it is best to treat their desires as having some basis that would qualify as legitimate.
A substantial slice of a population in any representative system cannot be alienated and have
the whole remain viable.
If a quest for justice, however poorly conceived, is what is going on in the countries, theaters, and regions of the “global war on terror,”
what has dramatically changed is that which
was once localized now becomes global. India,
Pakistan, and Afghanistan, for instance, not
only have become one theater but also have
a global impact. This is why we find North
Atlantic Treaty Organization forces deployed
in the defense of their homelands in such a faroff area.
How did the United States end up in
Afghanistan? “Because an attack was launched
from there” might be one answer. Using the
three perspectives, we could answer more comprehensively. International context certainly
played a role in turning backwater Afghanistan
into a frontline state of the Cold War. Regional
context led to the deeper involvement of
Pakistan. Pakistan’s own national context led
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to the particular elements of Islamabad’s participation, such as use of the Inter-Services
Intelligence as the control medium for resistance against the Soviet Union. Local context
intertwined tribal dynamics with religious and
ideological struggle. Within this context, as we
move through time, we see the emergence of an
organization, al Qaeda, linked to another, the
Taliban, which ultimately attacks the United
States. At the micro level, we can assess the
attributes and motivations that led every member of al Qaeda, or even the Taliban, to become
part of the movement.
If we move to the present, the same perspectives are necessary to gain a complete picture,
with every act also assessed in tangible and intangible dimensions, in two intertwined, symbiotic
worlds. On the ground, we find individuals with
ties to any number of fights ranging from local
(the “Near Enemy”) all the way over to the West
(the “Far Enemy”).22 Assailants, who had staged
from Afghanistan, attacked New York City, but

bin Laden has defined a large slice of
humanity as “the Other,” as the enemy,
and therefore as legitimate targets
the headquarters and support network had all the
characteristics of an Islamist Foreign Legion. Our
chests bear campaign ribbons. One can think of
terrorists/insurgents with the same. We have
career-broadening tours. So do they. They are a
reflection of us, of the world in which we live.
That is why we must strive to understand them
more comprehensively.
This also reinforces again why the
Pentagon began to use the term global insurgency. Such an insurgency is not “new” in its
basic form. Our foes in Vietnam, for example,
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waged an extensive international campaign
against us, as did the Farabundo Martí National
Liberation Front of El Salvador. Yet imagine
that instead of delegations and agents of influence, witting and unwitting, the Vietnamese
sent suitcases of money to pay for explosions in
the United States. Or suppose they sent sappers
directly. It is this element that has made the
present different from the past.
Nevertheless, within this globalized world
it is still true that “all politics is local.” It is local
grievances, objective and/or subjective, as well as
the second-order consequences of state response
to those demanding redress of grievances, that
produce a threat group. Threat-leaders look
at grievances and propose solutions. Threatfollowers simply want resolution of grievances.
Reasons why individuals “sign up” are as varied
as the individuals themselves. What ultimately
matters strategically is to discern the particular dynamic in the conflict concerned—and to
determine whether one faces an organization
comprised only of leaders or an organization of
leaders with a mass base of followers.
If the threat is insurgency, a mass-based
movement, there are two basic ways to mobilize followers: from the top, by example or
demonstration, or from the bottom, by local
construction of political organization. As noted
already, these two ways have been associated
with their most famous advocates, respectively:
Che Guevara and Mao Tse-tung.
Che’s foco theory, as we have discussed,
advocates mobilizing from the top. The armed
challenger chooses an appropriate moment,
when demand for resolution of grievances
permeates the human terrain, and carries out
attacks on the structure of oppression. The
people are inspired and rise up and join the
organization (in theory). This is why bin Laden
is a neo-Guevarist. He is (unconsciously) using
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Che’s methodology. The difference between
the two is that Guevara desired to mobilize the
people and thus emphasized guerrilla action
against state authorities and their security
forces. In contrast, bin Laden has defined a large
slice of humanity as “the Other,” as the enemy,
and therefore as legitimate targets. He seeks to
mobilize but a portion of the theoretical target
population. Though his logic is internally consistent, no unbiased audience outside his closed
system would accept the rectitude of his famous
speech wherein he claimed all Americans—
every man, woman, and child—were legitimate
targets because they had been “warned” and had
failed to alter their behavior.23
In contrast to Che, Mao advocated patient,
time-consuming construction of political apparatus (clandestine infrastructure, a counterstate) by organizing in local space, with higher
organs stitching together local upheaval into
the overall effort. “Guerrillas” did not lead
but enabled political mobilization. This is the
basic approach used by virtually all successful
insurgencies even if they do not explicitly follow Mao—though there are few if any insurgencies today that have not heard of him and
studied his works. These works remain the most
available of all insurgent “manuals.”24 Their use
varies, but even in Field Manual (FM) 3–24,
Counterinsurgency, 25 room is found for the
famous quotation from Colonel David Galula
that revolutionary war is 80 percent political
and 20 percent military.26 Within FM 3–24,
Mao’s theory of protracted war is considered
to be “more than just of historical interest.
Knowledge of it can be a powerful aid to understanding some insurgent movements.”27
This is entirely predictable. Mao is to
internal war what Jomini, Clausewitz, and
Napoleon are to interstate war. His approach
says something simple: to seize power, proceed
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on five lines of effort. To mobilize people politically into the insurgent organization, find the
issues to which they will rally. Simultaneously,
win over allies who do not want to be part of
the insurgent organization but will support it
on lesser issues. Use violence as appropriate to
the situation to enable these two fundamentally
political activities. Use nonviolence, such as
offers of negotiations, to make violence more
effective. And internationalize the struggle.
The National Liberation Front, to use an
example of the latter, lost on the ground in
Algeria yet won the war and independence
through international struggle. Similarly, the
Zapatistas in Chiapas, Mexico, would have
been eliminated had it not been for their ability to engage in what was then called netwar to
energize networks or supporters nationally and
internationally so that pressure was applied on
Mexico, which neutralized the government’s
effort to eliminate the insurgents.
What Mao has provided in these lines of
effort, then, is the inspiration for five questions
that must be asked of any irregular challenge:
!! What is its political content?
!! Who are its allies outside the movement?
!! How does it use violence?
!! How does it use nonviolence?
!! What is it doing internationally?
Analytically, the five questions reflect that
the IW challenge will begin the contest by
advancing in this manner. It will simultaneously
do so by mobilizing population and resources
through political action, winning domestic allies,
using violence as appropriate to circumstances,
using nonviolence to make violence more effective, and exploiting the opportunities available
in the international arena. It will do so tangibly
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on the ground, and intangibly in the mind (that
is, in terms of influence, and absence of any line
is as important as its presence.
Too often, IW practitioners say, “But our
group isn’t communist, Mao was a communist.”
Asking the five questions above to assess how
a threat is advancing has nothing to do with
whether one is a communist or violent radical Islamist; it is simply asking how the threat
evolves according to the basic principles of IW.
Of critical importance, as mentioned above, is

it would take Mao to highlight the
obvious: there were not only different,
nonmilitary ways of advancing on a map
but there also were different “maps”
that the analyst must consider how to assess
and display the threat group’s advance. It is easy
enough to do on a map as tangible activities
are plotted (whether a propaganda team or an
assassination). The more difficult challenge is
to determine how to measure and portray intangible advance.

Assessment as Basis for Action
We are not about teaching a kitbag of
techniques. What we are advancing is a way of
thinking, a way of conceptualizing, and a way of
stepping back and asking how the threat can be
assessed both as it emerges and, once it exists as
an organization, as it uses its strategy and operational art. This assessment of the threat group—
an IW Estimate of the Situation—is carried
out for the purpose of constructing a strategy of
response—an IW Course of Action. Discerning
a threat group’s “advances”—its lines of effort—
is central to crafting the counter. It must also
inform all facets of planning to “get in front of
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the curve.” In this, irregular warfare is no different from warfare.
The use of lines of operations to implement a strategy is a product of the Napoleonic
age, when Jomini and Clausewitz, particularly
the former, sought to explain what the master,
Napoleon, was about in his thinking about
military advance. What they discerned was that
battles were links in a chain, with each battle
moving Napoleon closer to his ultimate goal,
with the entire linked effort having direction
and magnitude—a vector or line of operation.
However, it is necessary to repeat that despite
the language used to describe what is happening, the concept is not a linear one.
Entirely accurate as far as it went, the concept of strategy implemented by lines of operations was conceived militarily and applied on
the map. It would take Mao to highlight the
obvious: there were not only different, nonmilitary ways of advancing on a map (our lines of
effort), but there also were different “maps,” one
tangible (the normal Napoleonic representation) and the other intangible (a map of influence, will, fear, and hope—all the elements of
war that were not physical). This was a logical
or conceptual way of thinking, hence the leap
into a conceptual dimension with logical/conceptual lines of effort.
If for Napoleon lines of operations consisted
of battles strung together to reach an end, for Mao
these were struggles. Since, from our analytical
vantage point, a struggle is actually an ongoing
series of discrete efforts, or battles, we have substituted the term campaign. This can be confusing because it applies regular war terminology to
irregular war according to the actual meaning of
terms rather than according to their common use
in “major combat” planning courses.
Campaigns, then, comprise the lines of
effort. The lines can be visualized as strings of
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pearls, with each pearl a dynamic entity changing size, shape, and color. For example, violence
according to Mao, speaking from the insurgent
point of view, comes in four forms. Terror is a
form of violence. Small unit hit-and-run warfare
(that is, guerrilla warfare) is a form of violence.
Using big units, as the Vietnamese did and the
Taliban is starting to do, is a form of violence—
maneuver warfare, mobile warfare, and main force
warfare are all terms that have been applied.
Holding territory (that is, “liberated areas”)—war
of position—is a form of violence. As they occur
as numerous battles or struggles, these forms of
warfare happen as campaigns. Thus, we may
speak of a campaign of terror, or a campaign of
guerrilla warfare. These, in turn, play themselves
out not only in the traditional, tangible fashion,
but also in a nontraditional, intangible fashion—
on the ground and in the mind.
There can be confusion when armed action
occurring within an irregular effort unfolds in
regular fashion requiring conventional use of
terminology within an unconventional effort.
The three major enemy offensives in South
Vietnam (Tet in 1968, the Easter Offensive of
1972, and the Spring Offensive of 1975) were
huge undertakings, with the latter two featuring division-sized units advancing in the same
manner as the blitzkrieg across France in 1940.
Battles were fought along Napoleonic lines of
operations to achieve objectives. Considered
within the irregular war framework, however,
these were but constituent efforts of a campaign
along a particular line of effort.
There is no need to go into further details.
Suffice to say that the point of conceptualizing
threat in terms of strategy and its implementing
lines of effort is to inform and drive the counter.
Terrorism as a method, when used as a campaign
by an insurgency, for example, is rarely mindless commission of violence. Rather, targets are
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picked for a reason. Furthermore, two types of
targets normally emerge, local civilian points
of resistance and the structure of the state. The
efforts may each be represented as subcampaigns
within the terrorism campaign.
The reason for the above should be immediately clear: in the counter, there must minimally
be two negating subcampaigns. The subcampaign
attacking human “critical nodes” must be met
with a subcampaign that protects those targets.
This, in turn, is normally divided in two (subsubcampaigns): protection of VIPs and protection of the masses. The first requires as means
some form of bodyguards (think of Blackwater’s
most prominent role in Iraq), the second requires
some form of local forces. The same analysis may
be done for the threat subcampaign to eliminate
the structure of the state. This must be met by
some form of critical infrastructure protection
but may also include separate sub-subcampaigns
devoted to, say, protection of roads or maritime
assets (for example, ports).
There is no model or template involved
here, only a way of thinking. Rather than seeing the challenge as but a welter of tactical acts,
war college–level thinking must consider threat
strategy and its implementation to craft the
counter or neutralization effort. Such analysis is
not bounded within any particular battlespace.
What is true of a national effort can just as well
be true of a global effort. The critical metric is
whether the threat is terrorist or insurgent; that
is, whether it is building a counter-state or only
prosecuting “the struggle.”
The counter-state itself, whether in its local
or global manifestation, is a dynamic entity. It
may exist only in the minds of several would-be
insurgents at one point in time. It may be a clandestine infrastructure in government-dominated
territory at another point in time. It may be a
full-fledged liberated area at another. Indeed, it
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may be a vast sphere of influence that commands
the first loyalty of an international following that
desires but does not yet have a tangible “new
order” to match the intangible new order that
has already taken hold of their minds.
In fact, it is this intangible dimension
that is key in the global struggle today. The
recent fight in Gaza illustrates this well, providing, perhaps even better than the Zapatista
case, evidence of how the intangible dimension can trump facts on the ground. What was
noteworthy was the apparent planned effort
by Hamas to use its own kinetic action nearly
solely for the purpose of provoking an Israeli
kinetic response that would necessarily produce
collateral damage. Capturing evidence of this
damage through images of human suffering was
a planned, competently executed effort linked

the counter-state, whether in its local or
global manifestation, may exist only in
the minds of several would-be insurgents
at one point in time
to another effort designed to disseminate that
evidence. The result, as in the original netwar,
was tangible pressure on Israel from abroad
that ultimately proved irresistible.28 As a consequence, even as Israel claimed victory, Hamas
emerged stronger within Gaza, and Israel found
its international position compromised to the
extent of ongoing war crimes investigations
which (given the parties involved) will likely
lead to an indictment of sorts.29
This is now a reality confronting any state
facing a similar challenge in the age of globalization.30 Sri Lanka provides the most salient postGaza example. If anything, the pressure brought
to bear on Colombo has served to illustrate even
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more prominently the conundrum created for
state actors who find themselves under attack by
mobilized global networks of those supporting
substate challengers. These networks include
actors, such as international nongovernmental
organizations (notably human rights organizations), that not only function as para-states but
are also all but immune to even reasonable challenge (the so-called halo effect). In that case, it
is significant that the closer Sri Lanka drew to
victory, the more shrill became the attacks of
both states and para-states, which had interests
at variance with those of Colombo.
The conclusion is that no irregular war effort
is any longer—if ever it were—a two-sided affair
between state and challenger. Instead, all are
struggles between energized networks, with many
participants being single-issue bodies whose goals
and motivations have little to do with the core
issues being contested. Instead, as in the Spanish
Civil War, external actors, notably para-states,
use conflicts to test their weapons systems and
to further their own strategies and power. Thus,
the international line of effort looms large for any
irregular threat group but especially for insurgencies. In the Sri Lankan case, only skillful mobilization of a countercoalition of both states and
para-states allowed Colombo to persevere and
end the menace that was the Liberation Tigers
of Tamil Eelam.
This leads us to something fundamental: every threat group has an idea of what it
is doing. We wasted many years in our present effort because powerful voices claimed the
threat had no plans, had no conception of how
to proceed, and did not coordinate or communicate—they “just did it,” violating all the principles of war. By now, there are few who cling
to such views. It is understood that “they” think
they are doing something. We call that “something” doctrine. Increasingly, we are reading
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their doctrine in translation. What is clear is
that they have also read our doctrine.
If our irregular challengers are using ends,
ways, and means, we must use the same strategic approach. Our effort must endeavor to prevent the emergence of a threat organization,
neutralize threat strategy and operational art
once an organizational challenge has taken the
field, and then remain on the offensive (strategically through societal reform). In crafting
our approach, everything we do is dependent
on our assessment of the threat—that is, our
irregular warfare Estimate of the Situation. We
must know the challenge as well as the challengers know us and themselves, which is why
intelligence is the lifeblood of irregular warfare.
In assessing the foe, it is fundamental to
establish exactly just what it is. A group such as
FARC, for instance, can be assessed as the leading force in the drug trade. One can also assess
that it attempts to an extent to engage in mass
mobilization. Furthermore, FARC claims to be
Marxist-Leninist and certainly, at one point, put
some effort into cultivating Marxist vocabulary
and thought among its membership. Most dangerously, people’s war is FARC’s strategy, and
its lines of effort are found in its warfighting
manuals. All of this means that FARC is a complex threat that must be attacked for what it is.
Focusing too closely on any single element, such
as counternarcotics, risks strategic distortion.
FARC thus serves to highlight a point
already touched upon, that of subjectivity.
Objectively, Colombia has flaws. Yet polls consistently show that FARC’s subjective reaction
to those flaws—an assessment that the state
is so horrible and brutal that it must be overthrown by armed political action—is rejected
by nearly the entire population. Therefore, in
seeking to determine the roots of conflict, we
ignore exploration of ESP flaws at our peril; yet
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we should not mindlessly confront flaws in the
state with an armed reaction. We need to know
why “the people have taken up arms, why they
have a problem.”31 Yet we also recognize that
not all grievances are legitimate, any more than
any chosen mode of response is legitimate.
Insurgents and terrorists are as flawed as
we are, and they make every mistake we make.
In implementing our counter, it is necessary to
exploit threat imperfections even as we address
our own imperfections. This means:

polls consistently show that FARC’s
assessment that the state is so horrible
it must be overthrown by armed
political action is rejected by nearly
the entire population
!! At the strategic level, the goal is always
legitimacy. An IW threat fights for a
political goal, even if, as with “pure
terrorists,” the struggle supersedes the
original objective. Hence, it is never
enough for us to simply be against their
goal. We must stand for something.
What are we fighting for? If that fundamental question cannot be answered,
the state is in trouble.
!! At the operational art level, the key
target is always the organization, the
clandestine infrastructure, the counterstate. It may be tangible or only a state
of mind (intangible). Regardless, it
must be neutralized. The key is to fight
an idea with another idea.
!! At the tactical level, the goal of the
challenger is always local political
domination. Consequently, the goal
of a state is to have authority and
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legitimacy within its own boundaries and its own population. If a state is not even present in certain areas, it “doesn’t play.” It leaves the human terrain to the challenger. If the
state is present but dysfunctional, corrupt, and brutal, it is probably better that it is absent.
In the end, the essence of what we do in counterterrorism (now combating terrorism), counterinsurgency, stability operations, or reconstruction and stabilization is to enable effective, representative
governance. That is what the present conflict is all about—the “art of war in the modern world” of
Rupert Smith. PRISM
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